ATTENTION: SAPU MEMBERS

We are increasing the subscription fee from R45 per month to just R100 because of the added benefits you will enjoy. This R100 is nothing compared to the benefits members will enjoy now.

When employees are involved in acts which lead to loss of life and damage properties whilst in the execution of their duties, they are entitled to state protection like the Krugersdorp 4 that were left on their own by the SAPS only for SAPU to save them.

Loss management committees continue to add woes to our members by making them to be held responsible for losses whilst in the execution of their duties. The alarming rate of unfair dismissals by the employer are some of the issues that SAPU National Congress and the Central Executive Committee meeting made to take a decision to establish SAPU/DIBANANI Defence Team to defend our members against this injustice. You now have a Lawyer by your side chosen by you 24/7.

You do not have to look beyond SAPU when you have family legal problems because this benefit includes your immediate families. The new R100 subscription fee also increases the social responsibility benefit for the main member from R5000 to R10 000.

Is this not good news to members? Who have been unfairly treated by the management. This benefit is effective from 1 December 2017. For any legal challenge call us (086) 192 7278

SAPU LEGAL by your side all the way!
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